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Abstract

Human annotation of data, including text and image materials, is a bedrock of polit-
ical science research. Yet we often overlook how the identities of our annotators may
systematically affect their labels. We call the sensitivity of labels to annotator identity
“labeler-characteristic bias” (LCB). We demonstrate the persistence and risks of LCB
for downstream analyses in two examples, first with image data from the United States
and second with text data from the Netherlands. In both examples we observe signifi-
cant differences in annotations based on annotator gender and political identity. After
laying out a general typology of annotator biases and their relationship to inter-rater
reliability, we provide suggestions and solutions for how to handle LCB. The first step
to addressing LCB is to recruit a diverse labeler corps and test for LCB. Where LCB
is found, solutions are modeling subgroup effects or generating composite labels based
on target population demographics.
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1 Introduction

Human annotation (also referred to as human labeling or coding) of data is a bedrock

of political science research. We read news articles and annotate for partisan bias (e.g.

Peterson, Goel, and Iyengar 2021; Budak, Goel, and Rao 2016). We parse judicial decisions

for agreement with past precedents (e.g. Segal and Spaeth 1996). We rate images for

the presence of violence (e.g. Steinert-Threlkeld, Chan, and Joo 2022) and for whether

politicians look competent (e.g. Todorov et al. 2005). We watch campaign ads and note

patriotic symbolism (e.g. Kahn and Kenney 1999). From bills (e.g. Gamm and Kousser

2010) and party platforms (e.g. Dolezal et al. 2016) to social media posts (e.g. King, Pan,

and Roberts 2013) and interview transcripts (e.g. Putnam 1971): we could make a very long

list of data sources that can be annotated to answer important political science research

questions.

The strength of our conclusions drawn from annotated data depends on our confidence in

those annotations. For example, if we wanted to analyze which news sources are more likely

to have partisan biases, we need to be confident that we have a correct measure for whether

or not articles have a partisan slant. It is not difficult to imagine that who our annotators

are might affect the decision to label an article as partisan or not. The task of labeling for

partisanship might itself be subject to partisanship – a liberal might be less likely to identify

a liberal slant than a conservative, for example. Indeed, as we demonstrate in this paper, the

identity of labelers can have a dramatic impact on their labels. Although this paper does not

contain a machine learning application, concerns about label biases are especially prominent

in that area (Bolukbasi et al. 2016; Gordon et al. 2021; Hube, Fetahu, and Gadiraju 2019).

If we have biased labels from biased labelers, we will have biased models.1 Most worryingly,

1A point made by many scholars, including Hopkins and King (2010) and Benoit, Laver, and Mikhaylov
(2009). The correction procedures proposed for these errors, as in Hopkins and King (2010), typically assume
that there is one true answer from which annotators have deviated. Our point is that there may be systematic
deviations that cannot be corrected in a manner that assumes random error.
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we find an impact of labeler identity not just on the types of subjective tasks that we might

already suspect would be impacted by labeler identities. Consider Figure 1, which comes

from the image analysis study described in detail in subsequent sections. The study contains

images shared on Twitter using mobilization hashtags. The left panel shows the average

responses from male and female annotators on a question about if an image contains a

protest. In other words, it shows the average rate of seeing protest by the gender of the

annotator. We see that even on this relatively objective task there are clear differences

in responses based on the annotator gender: the male respondents see protest more often,

though the magnitude of the difference varies by hashtag. If we were to use these responses in

a regression analysis, we might find that our results and conclusions would differ depending

on our labeler pool. The right panel of Figure 1 (with a box drawing attention to the

main point) demonstrates just this concern. We see that in a regression model predicting

retweets based on the images included with tweets, we would conclude that there was a

positive significant effect of protest images on retweets if we had an all-female labeling pool.

However, if we had an all-male labeling pool, we would conclude that the effect was not

significant.

As noted, it is perhaps unsurprising that who labelers are matters to our annotations

and therefore to our research conclusions. After all, political scientists are attentive to

questions about the validity and reliability of our the labels (see, e.g. Grimmer and Stewart

2013). We want to know that the tasks we set for our annotators result in “good” data

and that the annotations reflect stable concepts. The concept of inter-rater (or inter-coder)

reliability (herein IRR) is likely familiar to most political scientists as a way to support

claims of annotation validity and reliability. However, despite this general awareness of IRR

and validity, we find a great deal of variability in whether and which measures of IRR are

reported in research published in top political political science journals, based on an original

meta-analysis of IRR-reporting. We analyzed 97 articles in-depth that relied on original
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Figure 1: Annotator Gender Influences Annotations for “Protest” (panel a) and Regression
Results Based on those Annotations (panel b)
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human annotation for content analysis or supervised machine learning (for details on the

data collection and analysis, see Appendix A). Only 56% percent of the identified articles

(54 out of 97 papers) included any sort of IRR statistic. This low rate of IRR reporting

was surprising, especially as the terms “inter-rater reliabilty” and “inter-coder reliability”

were used to identify relevant articles. The rate of IRR reporting was relatively consistent

over time in our meta-analysis – if anything, the rate of reporting has slightly decreased. Of

papers from the 1990s (roughly 9% of the total sample), 66% reported any IRR statistics.

Of papers from the 2010s (roughly 28% of the total sample), 63% reported IRR statistics.

Aiming for strong IRR (whether or not we report it in our papers), political scientists

design research procedures with attention to how labels are generated (especially for crowd-

sourced annotation on platforms like Mechanical Turk). We pilot our labeling forms; train

coders; drop labels from annotators who speed through the tasks or fail attention checks;

drop labels from coders whose annotations consistently do not match our own; use anchoring

vignettes, and so on (for recent innovations on ways to improving labeling, see for exam-
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ple: Barberá et al. 2021; Struthers, Hare, and R. Bakker 2020; Winter, A. G. Hughes, and

Sanders 2020; DeBell 2017; Ying, Montgomery, and Stewart 2022; Benoit, Conway, et al.

2016).

Yet we are less attentive to the threats to validity and reliability that arise because of

who our labelers are.2 Our meta-analysis found that only 25% percent of the 97 papers

reported any information about who their labelers were in terms of demographic or identity

characteristics (e.g. gender, race, socio-economic status). Most often the only information

conveyed was when authors reported that the coding had been done by undergraduate or

graduate research assistants, which provides information on the education status of labelers.

Roughly 63% of the 24 articles that had any information about demographics of labelers

referred to education level in some way (see Table 1). Also relatively common were references

to language abilities, particularly for Comparative Politics papers where it was noted that

annotators were fluent in or native speakers of relevant languages. Only 2 of the articles

reported the gender of the coders, and only 1 reported information about partisanship or

party identification of labelers.

Table 1: Rate of Mentioning Specific Characteristics in 24 Articles with Demographic Infor-
mation on Annotators

Characteristic Proportion of Papers
Education 0.62
Language 0.17
Race 0.17
Nation 0.12
Gender 0.08
Partisanship 0.04

2The question of labeler bias based on demographics has received some attention in the machine learning
literature – see for example Y. Chen and Joo (2021), Yang et al. (2022), and Steephen, Mehta, and Bapi
(2018). Yet there is an important distinction between our work and these prior pieces. These works start
from the perspective that annotators respond differently based on the demographics of the people in the
pictures. That is, annotators may be less likely to recognize anger in an image of a female face compared to
a male face. Out point is that female annotators may respond differently to pictures, not that pictures of
females may elicit different responses from (gender-unspecified) annotators.
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We call the potential threats to research validity that arise from the differing demographic

attributes of annotators “labeler-characteristic bias (LCB).” The potential harm of LCB for

inference depends on the nature of the annotation task and, more fundamentally, on the

research question at hand. The goals of this paper are fourfold. First, we define and charac-

terize LCB as a function of labeling tasks. Second, we demonstrate the existence of LCB on

specific tasks and show that in some cases it is resistant to standard training strategies used

to improve IRR. Third, we show the effect that ignoring LCB has on downstream analyses.

Finally, we make recommendations for how to proceed with research given what we have

shown about LCB.

To be sure, some labeling tasks are not subject to LCB or are only minimally impacted,

as we discuss below. Worryingly, however, it is often difficult to know ex ante which tasks

will be subject to LCB. Our opening example (see Figure 1) comes from what we thought

was a straightforward annotation task: whether or not an image includes a protest. We

initially assumed that annotating images for the presence of protests would not be strongly

affected by identity. Yet in looking at the data we found that female and male annotators,

as well as Republican and Democratic annotators, saw protests in the images at significantly

different rates (see Figure 1).

It is not always possible to mitigate LCB using the familiar IRR-boosting tools of more

training, better labeling forms, and so on. Particularly for tasks that are highly subjective

or highly influenced by identity, no amount of training may make a difference. For example,

a more detailed codebook may not change fundamental differences in emotional responses to

political advertisements (e.g. “Is this a negative ad?”) between conservatives and liberals.

Because the effects of LCB can be difficult to predict ex ante, we argue that political

scientists should intentionally recruit representative pools of annotators and collect annota-

tor demographic information. Researchers should also intentionally test for LCB and adjust

their methodologies to account for it. In this paper we illustrate the LCB threat using image
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and text data. It is relatively easy to test for LCB by asking whether labels correlate with

demographic characteristics of labelers. When LCB is detected or anticipated, we recom-

mend two interventions. Researchers can generate composite labels by weighting responses

according the demographics of the underlying target research population. For example, if

the target population is 30 percent female and 70 percent male, a composite measure for

protest would weight a female response by 0.3 and a male response by 0.7 to generate a

single protest score. Alternatively, researchers can explicitly model differences in subgroup

responses. For example, in a regression predicting whether or not an image is retweeted,

a researcher might include separate “protest” variables from Republican and Democratic

labelers. This models the association between protest imagery and retweets depending on

the audience.

We begin by proposing a typology of annotation tasks with variation on two dimensions:

subjectivity and sensitivity to identity characteristics. Using this typology, we hypothesize

about which types of tasks should produce higher and lower IRR in general. We also hy-

pothesize about which types of tasks should produce greater annotation divergences from

labelers with different identities – in other words, which tasks should be more or less subject

to LCB. The tasks that are not subject to LCB are hypothesized to see improved IRR with

interventions such as detailed codebooks and training. We then test this framework and

hypotheses with an image-annotation analysis, where the annotators were recruited using

an online, crowdsourcing platform and asked to label social media images. We find evidence

of LCB across a wide range of labeling tasks as well as evidence of its potential impact for

downstream analyses. We then further explore LCB in a text-annotation study where under-

graduate coders completed multiple labeling task that represent the different quadrants of

our typology of labeling tasks. We assess how overall IRR and discrepancies among labelers

of different identities (e.g. ideology and gender) varies for each task in the typology under

three conditions: no prior training, limited training, and intensive training. Once again, we
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find evidence of LCB in some of the text tasks, as well as evidence that more training does

not always alleviate LCB. Finally, we also demonstrate the impact of LCB on downstream

analyses for this case of text data. Both examples offer clear diagnoses about how to mitigate

unanticipated LCB effects in political science research.

2 A Conceptual Framework for Manual Annotation

Tasks

The most familiar annotation tasks involve identifying basic concepts. For text, for example,

this might mean noting whether the text of a bill relates to national security. For images,

this task often falls under the heading of “object recognition,” or noting the presence of

objects. For an image labeling task, this might mean answering prompts such as: “Does

this picture include a person?” Yet even tasks like these that seem on their face to be

completely objective may be subject to interpretation. Does a cartoon drawing of a person,

for example, count as a person? Even the most detailed of instructions may still leave room

for interpretation.

As the labeling tasks become more subjective, disagreements among labelers become more

likely. For example, inspired by Todorov et al. (2005), we might ask an annotator to rate

how competent the person in the picture appears. Different coders might judge competence

differently. Some annotators might consider age to be a relevant consideration, for example,

while others do not. But it might also be the case that their judgements are systematically

influenced by their identities. If the person pictured is a well-known politician, judgements

of competence might correlate with annotator party affiliation.3 We know, for example, that

partisans report differing emotional reactions to politicians’ smiles depending on whether

3In the referenced study from Todorov et al. (2005), this issue was accounted for by only showing subject
candidates they did not know.
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Figure 2: Typology of Human Labeling Tasks on Two Axes: Subjectivity and Sensitivity to
Labeler Identity
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they recognize the politician as a member of their party (Homan, Schumacher, and B. N.

Bakker n.d.).

Figure 2 presents a general typology of potential annotator tasks along two dimensions.

The first dimension is the degree of subjectivity of the task. While no task will ever be

completely objective, there are relative degrees of subjectivity. For example, tasks at a lower

level of subjectivity include object recognition in image analysis. Answering the question

“Are there police officers in this picture?” is less subjective than “Does this picture make

you feel angry?” Simple counts (“How many people are in the picture?”) or text descriptors

(“Are there any pronouns in the text?”) also have fairly objective answers. Reducing the

subjectivity of tasks can be as easy as rewording the task question to add clarity. For

example, “Is there a police officer in the picture?” could be made less subjective by adding

more detail: “Is there a uniformed police officer in the picture (drawings or other artistic

renderings of police do not count, nor do officers in plainclothes)?”

The second dimension in the Figure 2 typology is the degree of sensitivity to labeler
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identity. That is, how much might we expect labelers from different demographic groups

to perform differently on the task? For political scientists, an example of a relevant labeler

characteristic is partisanship. There may be some tasks on some types of data where an

annotator’s political preference systematically affect their labels – Republicans may be better

at identifying pictures of Republican politicians, for example, while Democrats may be better

at identifying Democrats. This difference in responses based on identity is an example of

labeler characteristic bias (LCB). In different contexts, different aspects of identity may

become relevant. For example, when labeling texts for the presence of hate speech, the

racial identity of labelers may affect whether or not they label instances of African American

Vernacular English as hate speech (Sap et al. 2019). To be clear: the relevant identity

characteristics will vary depending on the domain of the research, which encompasses the

source of the data, the broad research question, and the specific labeling tasks. If the

annotation task is to identify gender issues in campaign speeches, for example, male and

female annotators may not agree on which issues are related to gender.

Tasks that fall into each quadrant of Figure 2 are subject to different forms of potential

labeling bias and therefore to different solutions. In both the lower and upper left quadrants,

the labeling tasks are not expected to vary significantly with labeler demographics. This

would include, for example, the classic image task of identifying different animals. In these

cases, it is possible to claim there is a real ground truth in the material that can be revealed

by annotators. Moving from the upper left quadrant to the lower left quadrant (e.g. reducing

bias attributed to task subjectivity) can be addressed with research design. That is, on these

tasks labels that differ from the ground truth – labels that are incorrect or “biased” – can be

attributed to issues with research practices. Wrong answers can be avoided in advance by

reducing the ambiguity of the coding task, providing an extensive codebook with examples,

or by training annotators, as our annotator studies illustrate. After labeling is done, errors

can be corrected by filtering out “bad” labelers who did not read or view the materials the
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way the researcher intended.

The tasks on the right hand side of Figure 2 have a strong potential for LCB. In these

instances, the identities of the labelers may have an outsized impact on annotations. For

example, the upper right quadrant of “high subjectivity, high sensitivity to identity” could

include tasks like “How angry does this text make you feel?” If the material being labeled

comes from political protests, labelers reported degree of anger may be impacted by whether

they support the demands of the protesters. In short, their partisan identity or political

ideology may bias their responses in ways that can impact research findings that rely on

their labels.

Labeler bias is not a problem per se. We may in fact want to know whether partisanship

impacts how people react emotionally to protests or political violence. The point is that

researchers need to recognize the potential for labeler bias effects in downstream tasks,

including supervised machine learning. If a task has no ground-truth, no amount of training

will achieve high IRR. Although it may be difficult to predict which annotation tasks are

subjective or prone to labeler bias, our meta analysis of articles provided examples of tasks

for each category of the typology. An example of a task that was not subjective and had low

identity-dependence (bottom left square in Figure 2) asked annotators to determine whether

vote tallies had been altered in an image of vote tabulations (Cantú 2019). An example of

an annotating task that was highly subjective, but with low potential for labeler bias (top

left square in Figure 2), Baerg and Lowe (2020) asked annotators to judge whether a central

bank statement was dovish or hawkish. Rating the importance of legislation (e.g. Boussalis

et al. 2021) is likely highly subjective and also highly sensitive to identity (top right square

in Figure 2). Judging whether tweets are election-related or make references to violence

(Benoit, Munger, and Spirling 2019) does not seem very subjective on its face, but may be

influenced by partisanship (or other characteristics), potentially leading to high labeler bias

(bottom right square in Figure 2).
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Another way of thinking about the information in the typology is in terms of opinion data.

When surveyors ask citizens about their voting preferences, they do not expect respondents

to provide the same answer. Instead, they are specifically interested in whether and how

the demographics of respondents correlate with their responses. The typology above makes

the point that some annotation tasks may be more like answering an opinion survey than

recording ground truths. When this is the case, simply reporting IRR statistics without

testing for systematic labeler bias may be a problem.

As an alternative way of thinking about the differences in annotation biases, Table 2

summarizes sources of annotation biases and the solutions to those biases. Here we organize

entries based on the problem, the general source of the bias (annotator or researcher), what

IRR indicator might show the presence of that bias, and potential solutions. The non-

LCB biases are likely familiar to many researchers – speeding, inattentive annotators is

a common problem – as are the solutions. The low IRR indicator is also likely familiar.

In the presence of low initial IRR during piloting, researchers can tweak their forms, hire

different annotators, etc. LCB can be indicated by stubbornly low IRR (as demonstrated

in our text example in this paper). That is, even after trying other solutions that might

solve the problem of low IRR, LCB-sourced biases remain. In the case of LCB, we have two

proposed solutions in Table 2. If the demographic breakdown of the target population is

known, we can create composite, reweighted scores for the variable of interest that match

our annotator demographics to the population demographics. If the demographics of the

target population are not known, we can take a subgroup approach and separately model

the different demographics from our annotator sample. We explore both solutions in the

image example below. Before turning to the image example, we briefly describe why gender

and partisanship are potential demographic factors associated with LCB.
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Table 2: Sources of Biased Labels and Solutions

Problem Source of bias Indicator Solution

Distracted, speeding
annotators

Annotators Low IRR, fast
annotation comple-
tion time

Attention checks; hire quali-
fied/experienced/motivated la-
belers; filter responses completed
too quickly; have ground-truth
examples to filter respondents

Highly complex or un-
clear concepts for la-
beling

Researchers Low IRR, incor-
rect responses com-
pared to ground-
truth

Pilot questions and forms; update
materials based on early feed-
back; provide examples and train-
ing; have ground-truth examples
to filter respondents

Task requires spe-
cific knowledge to
complete

Researchers Low IRR, incor-
rect responses com-
pared to ground-
truth

Hire knowledgeable coders; pro-
vide examples and training

Task vulnerable to
LCB, underlying pop-
ulation demographic
proportion known

Annotators Stubbornly low
IRR despite train-
ing and other
measures

Collect labeler demographics and
test for systematic variation in re-
sponses; reweight responses based
on population proportions to cre-
ate composite measures

Task vulnerable to
LCB, underlying pop-
ulation demographic
proportion unknown

Annotators Stubbornly low
IRR despite train-
ing and other
measures

Explore the “why” of different la-
bels; explicitly model differences
in responses based on demograph-
ics
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2.1 Partisanship and Gender as Sources of LCB

To our knowledge, no prior research has explicitly examined whether partisanship impacts

large scale image and text annotation tasks. Yet the expectation that differences in terms

of political identity can be important for perception is supported by a substantial literature

on partisan differences. Ahn et al. (2014), for example, find significant differences in disgust

responses by partisanship. Similarly, Schaffner and Luks (2018) and Bullock and Lenz (2019)

(among many others) detect significantly different responses by partisanship on opinion

surveys. Existing research also reports differing gender responses to a variety of treatments

(Ksiazkiewicz, Window, and Friesen 2020; Deng et al. 2016), including stronger emotional

reactions to treatments among women compared to men (Brown 2014; Deng et al. 2016).

But this research also does not specifically examine image or text labeling tasks, as we do.

3 LCB in Image Annotation

Image analysis has long been of interest to political scientists but has generated increasing

interest given the importance of social media in politics. Our first illustration addresses the

potential issue of LCB for those studying the impact of images shared on social media on

social movement mobilization. There is a well established literature on this subject (Casas

and Webb Williams 2018; Tufekci and Wilson 2012; Kharroub and Bas 2015). Here we ask

whether tweets promoting social movement political action are more likely to be retweeted

if their accompanying images contain particular content or evoke particular emotions. We

did not originally collect these data to explore LCB. However, because we collected demo-

graphic information about our labelers, the data are well suited to exploring whether labeler

characteristics affect the labels assigned for both content and emotions. If they do, then we

can also ask whether conclusions about the impact of images on retweets differs depending

on whose labels we use.
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Our images are drawn from tweets associated with left-leaning social movements in the

United States. As mentioned above, researchers may not know in advance which labeler

characteristics systematically affect their labels. We expected that gender and party iden-

tification might matter for our task, but we did not limit the demographic information

collected to just these characteristics. Having more information (e.g. education, income,

religion) allows for a more comprehensive consideration of potential confounders.

To build a dataset of images associated with social movements on social media, we col-

lected tweets from January 2018 to mid-2019 by tracking the Twitter accounts of a wide

range of US-based public affairs organizations (a full description of the data collection is

available in online Appendix B). We then automatically collected tweets from any Twitter

account that used any of the hashtags promoted by these organizations. Our focus here is

restricted to a limited number of hashtags that we interpreted as mobilization attempts. To

count as potentially mobilizing, a hashtag needed to be used in tweets that asked readers to

engage in specific offline or online political action (see Appendix C for details).

The eleven hashtags we selected for the purposes of this study are all left-leaning and

cover a range of issues. #familiesbelongtogether, #cleandreamactnow, #abolishice, and

#nomuslimbanever focus on immigration. #Womenswave addressed women’s rights while

#uniteforjustice and #stopkavanaugh opposed Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation to the U.S.

Supreme Court. #riseforclimate supported action on climate change. #Write4rights encour-

ages people to write letters of support for political prisoners around the world. #Sayhername

memorializes black women killed by police; and #endgunviolence advocates for gun control

regulations. The full corpus includes about 650,000 deduplicated images. To lower labeling

costs for the current analysis, we used an unsupervised visual clustering method (Peng 2020)

to construct a stratified sample of about 7,500 images. This ensured that we sampled images

across a wide array of topics and account popularity.

We used the Qualtrics panel service to recruit self-identified Republicans and self-identified
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Table 3: Image Label Variables

Image Label Measure Type Reaction or Content?
Leader/celebrity Binary Content
Protest Binary Content
Social symbols Binary Content
Someone who looks like me Agree-disagree, 5 point scale Content
Humor Binary Reaction
Irony Binary Reaction
Emotions (hope, enthusiasm, pride, anger,
resentment, bitterness, hate, worry, scared,
afraid, disgust, sadness)

0-10 point scale Reaction

Democrats (2,140 total respondents). All of the annotators were over 18, English speakers,

and based in the United States. Prior to labeling, respondents answered a set of demographic

and media use questions and had to pass an attention check. Each annotator then answered

questions about 8 images associated with a hashtag (see Table 3).4 The questions asked

respondents about image content that might predict political mobilization, such as whether

the image included any celebrities or leaders, a protest, social symbols (e.g. a flag), or some-

one who “looks like me.” We were also interested in reactions to images, including whether

the image was humorous or ironic and 10 evoked emotions: hope, enthusiasm, pride, anger,

resentment, bitterness, hate, worry, scared, afraid, disgust, and sadness (Marcus, Neuman,

and MacKuen 2000; Casas and Webb Williams 2018). The full survey of questions is avail-

able upon request from the authors. At least one Republican and one Democrat annotated

each image.5

Because our responses were crowdsourced, we have many labelers but few data points

for a given labeler, and little-to-no overlap between pairs of coders – as such we do not have

traditional IRR statistics to report. However, we can test how average labeling responses

differ between demographic groups. We can also test whether findings about the impact of

4Annotators could only complete the survey once per hashtag, but they could take the survey for multiple
hashtags.

5In the rare cases where an image was labeled by more than one Republican or Democrat, we averaged
scores for respondents of the same party.
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different types of images on retweets varies depending on whose labels are used.

Figure 3.A shows the difference in the average of twelve emotional reactions to all of

the images by partisan affiliation, with 95% confidence intervals around the differences in

means. Points to the right of dashed line indicate stronger reactions from Republicans while

points to the left indicate stronger reactions from Democrats. As we might expect for images

drawn from tweets using hashtags shared by left-leaning organizations, there are significant

partisan differences for several emotional responses to the same images. Democrats were

more likely to respond that images elicited enthusiasm, pride, hope, and worry. Republicans

were more likely to respond that images elicited disgust, resentment, bitterness, and hate.

We see no significant differences in sadness, scared, fear, or anger. The largest difference is

about 0.4 on an 11-point scale, which while not extremely large (it represents about 10% of

a standard deviation for the emotions tasks) is still notable.
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Figure 3: Differences in Image Annotation by Partisanship: The average differences
between Republicans and Democrats in labeling images from different hashtags, with 95%
confidence intervals around the differences in means. Panel A displays the average partisan
difference of twelve emotional reactions to all of the image from all hashtags. Panel B displays
differences between Republicans and Democrats in the proportion of images where labelers
saw a protest, by hashtag. Panel C highlights differences in disgust between Republicans
and Democrats by hashtag. Points to the right of the dashed line indicate stronger emotional
reactions or more frequent identification of protests by Republicans.

More unexpected than the differences in reactions to the images are differences in con-

tent. For example, Figure 3.B shows the differences in the rates of images where Republican

and Democratic labelers saw protest. The figure breaks down the differences by hashtag
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to show that the differences in seeing protest are not uniform across social movement con-

tent. Democrats saw protests more often in images associated with the #sayhername hash-

tag. Republicans saw protests more often in images associated with the #nomuslimbanever,

#abolishice, and #endgunviolence hashtags.

In the interest of space, we will not discuss differences for all of the possible annotations

and hashtags. However we will mention the results for an emotion that has been a particular

interest of political scientists in recent years: disgust (Kam and Estes 2016; Aarøe, Petersen,

and Arceneaux 2017; Ksiazkiewicz, Window, and Friesen 2020; Ahn et al. 2014). Figure

3.C indicates that Republicans reported higher rates of disgust than Democrats when view-

ing images associated with the hashtags #nomuslimbanever, #cleandreamactnow, #abol-

ishice, #womenswave, #uniteforjustice and #riseforclimate. Democrats reported higher

rates of disgust when viewing images associated with the hashtags #familiesbelongtogether

and #write4rights. There are no significant partisan differences for remaining three hashtags.

While we can only speculate as to why these particular hashtags elicited such varied reac-

tions, it is interesting to note that there is not one type of movement that had uniformly more

(or less) disgust. Three of the four hashtags relating to immigration (#nomuslimbanever,

#cleandreamactnow, and #abolishice) had higher rates of disgust from Republicans. But

the fourth, #familiesbelongtogether, had higher rates of disgust from Democrats. Exploring

the “why” of these differences is an important area of future research.

Whereas the partisan effects above vary by hashtag and image content, the differences

in labels assigned by men and women are clear and consistent. Across the board, the men

report stronger emotional reactions (Figures 4.A and 4.C). Men were also more likely to see

protests in images (Figure 4.B). Given these consistent differences, it would be relatively

straightforward to standardize responses between men and women to produce one “true”

response, for example, by systematically assigning less weight to emotional scores from men

or more weight to the scores of women. However, we should also not lose sight of the
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substantive finding and the question it raises for future study: why do these emotion labeling

differences exist between men and women?

Figure 4: Differences in Image Annotation by Gender: The average differences be-
tween men and women in labeling images from different hashtags, with 95% confidence
intervals around the differences in means. Panel A displays the average gender difference
of twelve emotional reactions to all of the image from all hashtags. Panel B displays dif-
ferences between men and women in the proportion of images where labelers saw a protest,
by hashtag. Panel C highlights differences in disgust between men and women by hashtag.
Points to the right of the dashed line indicate stronger emotional reactions or more frequent
identification of protests by men.

Ultimately, we are interested in whether image content and reactions lead to more or less
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mobilization (as indicated by retweets). Would our conclusions differ depending on whose

labels we used? Put another way, what if we were not attentive to our annotators’ demo-

graphics? Here we compare linear regression results where the dependent variable is the

logged number of retweets a message received at least two weeks after it was first posted.6

We only consider tweets with labeled images. Each regression includes the same full range

of potentially-relevant image label variables (evoked emotions, presence of protest, etc. (see

Table 3). However, following prior research on the mobilizing role of emotions (Marcus,

Neuman, and MacKuen 2000; Casas and Webb Williams 2018) we collapse emotional re-

sponses onto three main dimensions: Enthusiasm (hopeful, enthusiastic, proud); Aversion

(angry, resentful, bitter, hateful); and Anxiety (worried, scared, and afraid). Our control

variables include the number of account followers; the time of day of the tweet; the day of

the week of the tweet; and the type of tweet (original, retweet, or quote tweet), as well as

fixed effects for hashtag. Of interest is what happens when we vary the labels used for the

image-feature variables in Table 3. Our five regressions consider pooled labels (all labels),

Democrats’ labels only, Republicans’ labels only, men’s labels only and women’s labels only.

Does the variation in labelers lead to different conclusions about the mobilizing power of

image content as measured by retweets?

These are toy models intended to demonstrate that a scholar using this common ap-

proach to quantitative modeling would potentially come to different conclusions based on

whose image labels were collected. We are not trying to draw definitive conclusions about

associations between the images and mobilization. As a check that our toy models with all

possible variables are not exaggerating coefficient sensitivity, we include in Appendix E two

alternative model specifications. The first alternative includes the control variables listed

above and only image variables deemed to be about “content”: showing protest; a leader;

6Because many tweets were deleted between initial collection and the two-week check for retweets, the
number of observations for this analysis drops to just over 3,600.
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someone who looks like the labeler; or a social symbol. The second includes the control vari-

ables and image variables deemed to be about “reactions”: the emotions variables; humor;

and irony. As with the fully-specified model in Figure 5.A, we see coefficients changing based

on whose labels are included in these alternative specifications. The alternative specifications

also allay concerns about whether the content and reaction variables should be included in

the same model. As the content arguably is what drives the reactions (e.g. seeing a protest

could be what makes the respondent feel scared), it may not be appropriate to include both

sets of variables in a single model.

Figure 5.A reports the standardized regression coefficients for the image-features in the

toy models with all controls and all image variables (full regression tables are available in

Appendix D). Coefficients that are statistically significant at the 0.05 level are represented

as darker triangles.7 Importantly, the signs of some coefficients flip depending on whose

labels are used (e.g. for Aversion), as does significance (that is, some coefficients that are

statistically significant with one set of labelers lose their significance with a different set,

e.g. Humor). If we were less attentive to who is doing the labeling, we might come to very

different conclusions about the mobilizing effects of image features. For example, the positive

and significant association between protest images and retweets disappears if we rely solely

on male annotators. These different significance findings are very unlikely to be a function

of sample size, as in all these models the number of observations is roughly the same.

In general, the coefficients for the variables where we observed larger differences between

labelers are the most sensitive to whose labels are used in downstream analyses. We see

differences for the disgust coefficient, for example. The regression coefficients signs for anxiety

and aversion flip depending on whose labels are used, though none of the coefficients are

statistically significant. For disgust, there is a statistically significant and negative effect for

7Standardized regression coefficients and confidence intervals generated using the betaDelta package in
R Pesigan, Sun, and Cheung (2023).
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Figure 5: Regression Results Vary by Annotator Demographics: These figures
present standardized regression coefficients from linear regressions predicting the logged num-
ber of retweets a tweet received when different compositions of annotators are used to label
images. Panel A presents the standardized regression coefficients from five regressions, each
with a different set of annotators (all annotators, Democrats only, Republicans only, females
only, males only). The image variables are on the y-axis. Statistically significant coefficients
are represented by solid triangles. Panel B presents standardized regression coefficients from
a model that included Democratic labels (blue) and Republican labels (red) as separate
variables, with 95% confidence intervals. Panel C displays the standardized regression co-
efficients from the same model as Panel A, showing only a small subset of variables. Here
each variable is a composite score combining the Republican and Democratic labels, with
varying weights for the responses.
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Republican labelers, but the effect is not significant for any other annotator subgroup.

Figure 5.B suggests a modeling strategy solution in the absence of data on the true demo-

graphic variation in the target population (see Table 2). We can report separate coefficients

for the reactions of Republicans versus Democrats or for women and men.8 That is, we can

model the variable effects on subgroups within the labelers. In Figure 5.B increased levels

of Republican disgust are associated with fewer retweets(full regression table available in

Appendix D). Seeing someone who “looks like you” in the picture has a positive association

with retweets for Democratic labelers but not for Republicans. Protest, interestingly, has a

significant positive coefficient for both Republican and Democratic labelers.

If we do know the underlying demographic breakdown in the target population, we could

consider an alternative solution to the issue of LCB. For example, the target population in

this toy analysis is Twitter users – we want to know, based on our sample, how Twitter users

respond to social movement images. Because we have demographic information associated

with the labeling responses, we can reweight our annotations to create a composite label

score that approximates the population of interest. Of course, the challenge here is knowing

what the true population demographics are. The actual proportion of US Twitter users who

are Republican or Democrats is a moving target. For illustrative purposes, we use a 2019

estimate from Pew Research that put Republicans at 21% of Twitter users (Wojcik and A.

Hughes 2019). We weight our image labels based on that proportion to create a composite

score for each image variable, assuming that that the remaining Twitter population is all

Democrats.9 After generating the composite score (e.g. composite enthusiasm = .21*Re-

publican enthusiasm score + .79*Democratic enthusiasm score), we rerun the main model

8An alternative approach to the subgroup analysis strategy would be to use a model to correct for
measurement error in the labels (X. Chen, Hong, and Nekipelov 2011). However, these models often assume
that there is a “true” measurement, with bias representing deviation from that truth. In our example, it
may be the case that there simply is no one “truth.”

9This simplifying assumption for demonstrative purposes is clearly wrong – many Twitter users identify
as independents but we do not have annotation data for Independents and thus cannot take that into account
for our composite score.
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with only the single, composite measure for each of the variables of interest. As a sensitivity

analysis, we reweight the responses thrice more to generate alternative composite measures,

with the Republican proportion set to 0.1, 0.6 and 1.0. In Figure 5.D we show the results

of the same regression analysis as before that now uses the composite measures. Depending

on how we weight the responses to generate the composite score, we see different regression

coefficients in terms of statistical significance for disgust and “looks similar.” In general,

though, the coefficients from the reweighted variables are fairly stable. As this solution to

LCB demonstrates, it is possible to build single, composite scores that account for differences

in labelers by weighting responses to match the underling population demographics. How-

ever, as we have shown, this solution is sensitive to what population proportions are used. If

researchers are not confident that they know the true population demographics, generating

a composite measure is more risky than modeling the subgroup effects separately, as in the

first solution.

4 LCB in Text Annotation

The image-annotation study, where the data were not initially collected to explore LCB,

led to a research design that more systematically assesses LCB. In particular, building on

the framework outlined in Figure 2, we wanted to explore: (a) whether higher IRR is more

easily achieved for objective and non-identity dependent tasks (versus subjective and/or

identity-dependent tasks); (b) whether we would observe systematic annotation differences

for labelers of different identities (e.g. ideology and gender) – and for which annotation tasks;

and (c) whether these group differences could be mitigated with further training. In addition,

we were interested in a different setting - in this case, text rather than images, undergraduate

research assistants rather than crowd workers; party/elite communications rather than social

movements, training interventions versus no interventions, and the Netherlands instead of
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the U.S.

Table 4: Seven Text-Annotation Tasks

Task Description
(1) Directed at Is this message directed at another person, party, group, company, or organization?
(2) Negative tone Does the message use a negative tone or criticizes a person, party, group, or organization?
(3) Conservative view Does the message reflect or contain a conservative (i.e. right-leaning) view?
(4) Progressive view Does the message reflect or contain a progressive (i.e. left-leaning) view?
(5) Gender issue Does the message discuss a gender issue?
(6) Feeling angry Do you feel some anger when reading this message?
(7) Feeling enthusiastic Do you feel some enthusiasm when reading this message?

We recruited a pool of 23 undergraduate students from a Dutch university. In a pre-

survey, they provided information about the two individual-level characteristics: their ideol-

ogy (15 progressive, 8 conservative students) and gender (13 female, 10 males). Then they

participated in 3 coding sessions of 3-hours each. In each session, all 23 coders annotated the

same set of 150 social media messages (either a Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram post) sent

by Dutch politicians during the 2021 electoral campaign. These messages were selected from

a larger collection of all messages from all Dutch politicians sent on these three platforms

during the campaign. The politicians of interest in the annotation set belonged to one of

two progressive parties: GroenLinks (GL, N = 37 messages) and Labour Party (PVDA, N =

38); or to one of two conservative parties: People’s Party (VVD, N = 38) and the Party of

Freedom (PVV, N = 37). We first selected a random sample of messages sent by politicians

from the four parties. We then manually selected 150 messages to ensure enough positive

cases for each of the annotation tasks described below. We masked all names, hashtags, and

handles referencing a politician, party, or organization to prevent participants from relying

on clear partisan cues when performing the annotations. For each session, the 150 messages

were randomly sorted (and so annotated) in a different order.
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Figure 6: Text Labeling Tasks on the Subjective/LCB Axes
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As illustrated in Figure 6, we identified a set of annotation tasks that varied in their levels

of objectivity and identity-dependence (Table 4). First, the more objective and non-identity

dependent task (“Directed at”) simply asked annotators to indicate whether the social media

message was directed at someone. Second, a more subjective and non-identify dependent

task (“Negative tone”) asked participants to indicate whether the message had a negative

tone. Third, a more objective and potentially more identity-dependent task asked them to

indicate whether a message contained a “Conservative view” and/or a “Progressive view”

(non-mutually exclusive). Fourth, a somewhat more subjective and identity-dependent task

asked them whether a message discussed a “Gender issue.” The assumption here is that

progressives and conservatives, or women and men, may have different perceptions of what

constitutes a progressive/conservative statement, or issues that are gender-related. Finally,

we assigned two highly subjective and identify dependent tasks - whether they felt “angry”

and/or “enthusiastic” (non-mutually exclusive) when reading a progressive message.

To assess whether additional training might improve IRR across these different types of

tasks, we provided more instruction and training in each of the three sessions. At the begin-
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ning of the first “Basic” coding session, participants were only given the questions/prompts

described in Table 4. Limited instructions are common in projects that rely on crowdsourc-

ing services, such as Mechanical Turk. In the second “Intermediate” session, the annotators

were provided with (and asked to read) a codebook (available from the authors by request)

with detailed instructions about how they were to complete each task. In the last “Ad-

vanced” session, the administrators spent 45 minutes discussing how to complete the tasks

using 15 example messages, and answering outstanding questions about the codebook (none

of the messages to be coded were discussed). These last two sessions emulate situations

where researchers work closely with their own team of research assistants. The question is

whether additional training of this type has any impact on IRR for the different tasks.

We expected IRR to be higher between respondents of the same (versus different) ideol-

ogy, and of the same gender; particularly for the more subjective and (ideology-)/(gender-

)identity dependent tasks. We also expected IRR, both overall as well as between pairs

of coders of different identities, to improve in each round of training, particularly for the

more objective and less identity-dependent tasks. A blinded pre-registration for this study

is available at the following link. We will mostly focus on annotation differences by ideology

because they are the most interesting findings in this particular study (results by gender are

available in Appendix G). Importantly, not all of our expectations were supported, which

underscores the value of actually testing for annotator differences rather than assuming that

they do or do not exist.

We used Cohen’s Kappa to measure IRRijsz for each unique pair ij of coders, annotation

session s, and annotation task z. Figure 7 sorts the tasks by their level of objectivity and

identity-dependence, so that on the left we have the task we expected to be most objective

and less identity-dependent. In Figure 7.A, with two notable exceptions (“Directed at” and

“Gender issue”), we observe IRR to be higher on average for more objective (“Conservative

view” 0.39 in the first session; “Progressive view” 0.4) and less identity-dependent tasks
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(“Negative tone” 0.57), than for subjective and identity-dependent tasks (“Feel angry” 0.35,

“Feel enthusastic” 0.3). Contrary to our expectations, IRR for what we assumed was the most

objective and least identity-dependent task (“Directed at”), was exceptionally low: 0.15. In

follow up conversations, some coders said that they struggled in deciding whether a message

was directed at someone if a person or organization (or their social media handle) was simply

mentioned. Also contrary to our expectations, the highest IRR (0.75) is observed for the

“Gender issue” task. In retrospect, Dutch politicians’ gender related messages were typically

very explicit, perhaps not leaving much room for subjective interpretation of whether issues

discussed in messages were gender-related or not.
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Figure 7: Results from the Text-Annotation Exercise: Panel A presents the average
Cohen’s Kappa measure between unique pairs of coders at each training level and all of the
labeling tasks. Panel B presents the overall improvement in Cohen’s Kappa measure between
the basic and advanced training sessions for all of the labeling tasks. Panel C presents the
difference in the average Cohen’s Kappa measure for pairs of coders with the same ideology
and pairs of coders with different ideologies at each training level and all of the labeling
tasks.

Figure 7.B displays changes in IRR for the different tasks between the “Advanced” and

“Basic” training rounds (the difference between the last and first bars in Figure 7.A). As

expected, IRR improvement is substantially larger for the most objective and non-identity-

dependent task (“Directed at”, +0.19). Also as expected, the more subjective and identity-

dependent the task, the smaller the improvement in IRR from additional training: more

subjective (“Negative tone”, +0.05); more identity-dependent (“Conservative view” +0.11,
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“Progressive view” + 0.11); and more subjective and identity-dependent (“Feel angry” -0.16,

“Feel enthusiastic” -0.14) tasks.

Finally, we compared IRRijsz for pairs of coders of the same versus different ideologies.

In Figure 7.C higher values indicate relatively higher IRR among coders of the same ideology

compared to coders of different ideologies. As expected, in the first “Basic” round of coding,

this IRR difference is greater for (ideological-)identity-dependent tasks (“Conservative view”

+0.06, “Progressive view” +0.06, “Feel angry” +0.05, “Feel enthusastic” +0.09), compared

to the most objective and non-identity-dependent task (“Directed at” +0.03). Figure 7.B,

indicated that additional training improved IRR for most annotation tasks (with the excep-

tion of the two most subjective and identity-dependent tasks). Figure 7.C indicates that

training also reduced average IRR difference between coders of the same and different ide-

ologies. In the final “Advanced” round of coding, the time spent training coders helped to

mitigate LCB and lower IRR even in more identity-dependent tasks (“Conservative view”

(+0.01) and “Progressive view” (+0.02)). In Appendix G we show that these descriptive

findings hold in a regression framework where we use linear regressions to predict IRRij as

a function of whether a given pair ij is of the same gender and ideology, the training session

s, and the annotation task z (where we include random intercepts for each unique pair ij to

account for the nested structure of the data).

Mirroring what we did for the images study, in Figure 8 we briefly discuss some effects

the LCB shown in 7 can have on downstream analyses. We posit a general research question

of: “How does messaging differ between Dutch parties leading up to an election?” Our

downstream task is to report the descriptive results of differences in messaging, as measured

by our seven annotation tasks. As mentioned above, in each round the participants annotated

an equal number of messages from two progressive (GL and PVDA), and two conservative

(VVD and PVV) parties. In Figure 8 the parties are sorted by ideology, with the most

left-leaning one at the top. Keep in mind that the final 150 messages were not sampled at
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random, and so that no meaningful substantive conclusions can be drawn from this analysis.

The only purposes is to use this toy dataset to discuss potential effects of LCB on downstream

analyses more generally.

Figure 8: Downstream Analysis of the Annotated Messages, Based on whose
Annotations are used: The percent of messages from each political party that are coded
as containing each quantity of interest by progressive and conservative labelers.
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First, we observe, particularly in the first “Basic” round of coding, many meaningful

differences between the ratings of conservative and progressive participants. For example,

conservative respondents annotated more messages from progressive parties as having a

negative tone (e.g. 61.4% of GL’s messages, versus 52.7% annotated by progressive), as

containing more conservative views (e.g. 17.8% for GL, versus 8.7%) and fewer progressive

views (e.g. 61.4% v. 66.6%), and as talking less often about gender issues (e.g. 19.7% for

GL, v. 17.4%). In the “Basic” round we also see that conservative (versus progressive)

participants more often rate the messages as being directed at someone (e.g. 74.9% v.
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49.2%), which we did not expect. Finally, we observe these ideological labeling differences

mostly washing away in the “Advanced” coding round, after the annotators had received two

rounds of training. In regards to the previous examples, conservatives (versus progressive)

participants indicated that GL used a negative tone in 59.8% (versus 58.5%) of messages,

portrayed conservative and progressive views in 10.5% (versus 9.5%) and 66.2% (versus

69.5%) of their messages, and to mention a gender issue in 16.9% (versus 18.1%). Contrary

to our initial expectations, as they received further training, participants harmonized their

criteria even in these more ideology-identity-dependent tasks. However, in line with our

expectations, we still observe meaningful ideological differences in the annotations of the

“Advanced” coding round when it comes to the most subjective and identity-dependent

tasks (feeling angry/enthusiastic): for example, conservative participants still feel much more

enthusiastic about the posts from the VVD (38.2% versus 21.1%), and much more angry when

reading the messages from GL (27.7% versus 19.5%).

The text illuminates two points about human annotation in general and LCB in par-

ticular. First, it emphasizes the difficulty of knowing ex ante which coding tasks will be

susceptible to LCB (e.g. we see surprisingly high LCB for the ”Directed at” task). Our

proposed typology helps researchers think through the potential sources of bias in human

annotation tasks, but the text example demonstrates that researchers may not correctly

understand which quadrant their task fits into. Here our suggestion for the problem is to

recruit a diverse pools of annotators to see if there is indeed LCB present. Alternatively,

researchers should specify very clearly what their population of interest is and ensure that

labeler demographics reflect that population.

A second point of note is that coder training can make a difference in improving IRR,

even if it cannot entirely remove LCB. Often researchers rely on crowdsourcing services and

labelers with minimal training, as we did in the image example. In this case, researchers often

disregard “bad” responses to improve IRR. However, this practice may simply remove from
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the crowdsourced pool of annotators those with different sociodemographic backgrounds.

This can lead to a homogeneous pool of coders with a high IRR but annotations that are

systematically biased. The results in the text example suggest intentionally building teams

of research assistants you can work with closely, and gradually train, rather than getting

quick labels via a crowdsourcing service.

Where LCB persists even with good training, our two general solutions still apply. A

researcher could create composite measures by weighting labeler responses to match popu-

lation demographics. Or we can separately model the annotations from different subgroups

of coders.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Human annotation has long been an important research tool in political science. Political

scientists are well aware of and attentive to concerns about validity and reliability of coding

results. These concerns are increasingly important as the field turns to machine learning and

“big data” tools. An algorithm trained on biased data will reproduce and often exacerbate

that bias (see, e.g. Bolukbasi et al. 2016).

Recent studies in machine learning point to individual characteristics of labelers, such

as their identities and personal views, as potentially having a strong impact on data anno-

tations (Gordon et al. 2021; Hube, Fetahu, and Gadiraju 2019). Our fundamental point is

that political scientists need to be attentive to such potential labeler-characteristic biases.

Unfortunately, the tests that political scientists currently rely on to assess coding perfor-

mance - in particular overall IRR - may not address such concerns.10 In two demonstration

studies (one involving image labeling and one text), we showed how demographic variation

in labelers can significantly impact label assignments and, potentially, downstream analyses.

10A similar point is made by Grimmer, King, and Superti (2015).
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For example, it makes intuitive sense that political identities could lead labelers to interpret

images or messages differently. But, perhaps surprisingly, we also find that labelers with

different political identities disagree on basic questions such as what is in a picture or the

target of a message. Republican and Democratic annotators were not equally likely to see a

protest in an image, and Dutch students of different ideologies had different rates of stating

that a message was directed at someone else. Less surprisingly, Republicans reported higher

rates of disgust, resentment, and bitterness (on average) when viewing images associated

with left-leaning causes, while Democrats reported higher rates of enthusiasm, pride, and

hope. In the text study, political ideology also affected how coders responded emotionally

to politicians’ messages.

Some of our initial predictions were not supported or had findings that went in the

opposite direction of what we originally expected. In our view these findings make it even

more imperative that researchers collect demographic information as part of the labeling

process and test for systematic labeling bias. We can not assume, as is common practice,

that labeler biases are unimportant or that we can predict which tasks they might affect.

Researchers need to prepare for the possibility of unexpected LCB. For example, we found

important gender differences in image labeling for US social movement tweets, but very few

gender differences in the labeling of Dutch politicians’ messages. It seems unlikely that we

can generalize about when gender differences will introduce bias, or many other demographic

characteristics for that matter. The concern is that failing to account for LCB will bias our

results, whether that is predicting the labels of other cases in machine learning, or drawing

conclusions about the importance of variables in a regression analysis.

Addressing LCB starts with a consideration of who the relevant population is for a given

study. If, for example, we were only interested in the impacts of social movement images

on Democrats, then we would be justified in recruiting an all-Democratic pool of labelers.

However, we could not then claim that the extracted image content reflected a universal
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truth about the images. Instead we would need to be transparent about the annotator pool

and our ability to draw conclusions about image effects only within that population.

Where systematic labeling differences are found, researchers have a choice. They can

adjust labels to represent one ground truth, or they can see this as an opportunity to better

understand the complex nature of their research questions. For example, this study found

that male image labelers gave systematically higher ratings for both the evoked emotions

and for seeing protest. We could respond to that difference by lowering the ratings for males

and raising the ratings for females to get an “average” true response. Or, as we did in

light of the partisan differences, we can separately model the heterogeneous image effects on

Democrats/Republicans and men/women. An alternative solution is to reweight composite

annotations to match the makeup of the target population, similar to reweighting survey

responses.

Labeler-characteristic bias raises new and intriguing questions for future study, such as

why the differences occur and which images or text factors drive the differences in reactions.

Asking how and why content is perceived differently may help us to better understand

polarization and social movement mobilization, for example. Figure 9 was annotated by

two Republicans and two Democrats in the study. Both Republicans said it did not show

a protest, while both Democrats said that it did. What is it about the image that created

such different opinions? Future work will explore the divide that LCB has revealed.

In short, a serious treatment of LCB will lead to new studies and a reconsideration of

established work. We suggest the following best practices to address LCB: first, recruit a

diverse annotator pool, at a minimum for pilot testing. Researchers should collect data on

a range of labeler characteristics, including subgroups that the researchers may not have

thought about as relevant ex ante. Second, researchers should test if there are differences in

annotations between labeler groups – a simple test of differences in mean responses between

subgoups can be telling. Third, where differences are found, we should try to improve our
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Figure 9: Democrats Saw Protest; Republicans Did Not

labeling practices to see if it improves IRR, model subgroup effects, or adjust labels for

subsequent analyses.
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Appendix A Meta-Analysis

We ran multiple searches through Google Scholar to generate a list of high-impact political
science articles that potentially used human-labeled data. We queried Google Scholar using
six unique keywords that could indicate the use of human-labeled data for quantitative
analyses: machine learning, text as data, inter rater reliability, audio as data, images as
data, and inter coder reliability. A few notes on this search: (1) Our search was not case-
sensitive. (2) For multiple word keywords we searched for the exact phrase. (3) For keywords
with spaces we also searched for the same phrase, but replaced the space with a dash. For
example, we did not just collect articles that contained “inter rater reliability.” We also
collected articles that contained “inter-rater-reliability.” The same goes for “text as data”
and “text-as-data.”

This search was limited to five high-impact political science journals (listed in no par-
ticular order): American Political Science Review, Journal of Politics, American Journal
of Political Science, Political Analysis, and Political Science Research Methods. Querying
Google Scholar for articles published in these journals that contain at least one of our six
keywords returned 393 hits, of which 378 were unique articles. The publication years ranged
from 1965 to 2022.

The authors of this study plus one graduate research assistant read and annotated the
378 articles. We first developed an initial coding form and each coded 5 articles as a pilot.
After meeting to discuss our annotations, we revised the form and assigned each article to
at least one coder. We read the main paper and all available appendices for each paper. We
excluded papers that used existing annotated data and papers where human annotation was
conducted on the output of unsupervised machine learning (e.g. interpreting topics from
text topic models).

A total of 77 articles were double-coded using the finalized labeling form to assess IRR.
Our main indicator of IRR is agreement on the question of whether or not a given article
was relevant to our study (a low-subjectivity, low-identity-sensitivity task, based on our
typology). In order to be deemed relevant (and therefore subject to in-depth annotation)
an article had to (a) contain original human labeling and (b) use that human labeling for
either direct analysis or machine learning. Criterion (a) excluded papers that used existing
labeled data. Criterion (b) primarily excluded papers where the human labeling was done
to interpret the results from unsupervised machine learning (e.g. interpreting topics from
a topic model). While we understand topic interpretation to be a form of human labeling
where LCB could apply, this paper highlights the issues with LCB in direct analysis or in
supervised machine learning. The impact of LCB on the results of unsupervised models is
an area for future study (with acknowledgement that there are recent papers that directly
tackle the instability of topic models and the challenges of deriving reliable topic labels ; see
(Agrawal, Fu, and Menzies 2018; Denny and Spirling 2018)).

We first checked IRR for the decision to deem papers as relevant or not using Cohen’s
kappa and Krippendorff’s alpha. We have two indicators of article relevance for our study,
one that is simple (a “yes/no” question on if the study contains original human labeling) and
the other that is more complex (a combination of the “yes/no” question, a question about
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the labeling type to exclude unsupervised topic interpretation, and a question asking the
coder to describe the labeling task). Table 5 contains the IRR statistic values between two
pairs of coders – coder 1 double-coded articles from both coder 2 and coder 3. We see low
values between coder 1 and 2, with much better agreement between coder 1 and 3. Coder 3
did the vast bulk of the labeling, so it is encouraging to see that their interpretation generally
matched that of coder 1. There were a total of 2 articles with disagreements on relevance
between coder 1 and 3 while there were 11 articles with disagreement between coder 1 and
2. To resolve conflicts on the double-coded articles, the remaining third coder acted as a
tie-break (e.g. coder 3 broke ties between coder 1 and 2).

Table 5: IRR of Relevant Articles from Meta-Analysis

Relevance measure Coder pair Cohen’s kappa Krippendorff’s alpha
Complex 1-2 0.50 0.49
Complex 1-3 0.87 0.87
Simple 1-2 0.49 0.66
Simple 1-3 0.87 0.88

We also checked IRR on the measures of whether or not a paper reported any IRR
statistics and of whether or not a paper reported any demographic information on coders.
Those results are presented in Table 6

Table 6: IRR of Reporting IRR and Demographis in Meta-Analysis Articles

Measure Coder pair Cohen’s kappa Krippendorff’s alpha
Reports IRR 1-2 0.76 0.77
Reports IRR 1-3 0.67 0.68
Reports Demographics 1-2 0.50 0.49
Reports Demographics 1-3 0.67 0.67
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Appendix B Data Collection for Image Study

Starting on January 1st, 2018, we began collecting all tweets produced by 1,144 American
public affairs organizations, 559 American political actors, and 30 American news media
outlets. We then focused on the hashtags used in these tweets (hashtags are a means of
organizing on Twitter). At the end of each day we pulled a list of hashtags that were used
more than twice by the same tracked account. From this list, we removed all hashtags
that did not have a capitalization in the middle or that were shorter than 12 characters.
These requirements ensured that we tracked unique hashtags used prominently by at least
one of these organizations. Once on our list, we immediately began collecting any tweet by
any Twitter user that used that hashtag. Each hashtag was tracked for two days and then
removed if it was not used more than twice by the same organization over the next two days.
Due to the sheer number of posted tweets, we were unable to collect all the tweets using our
tracked hashtags, but we were able collect around 1,000,000 tweets per day from an average
of 600 hashtags.

In total, we have roughly 4 million tweets from our initial tracked accounts and around
400 million tweets collected by tracking hashtags. In addition to data from each tweet such as
the tweet text, count of retweets/favorites, count of account followers, and count of friends,
we also collected any pictures posted with the tweets. We did not collect videos, but we did
collect the thumbnail image displayed tweets with videos.

The public affairs organizations we tracked came from the 56th edition of Encyclopedia
of Associations – National Organizations of the United States (EoA), published in 2017.
The EoA contains information on roughly 23,000 organizations, but after limiting our list to
organizations in the “Public Affairs” subject category and manually removing inactive and
removed Twitter accounts we settled on 1,144 Twitter accounts to track (74.7% of the total
population of EoA Public Affairs associations). In addition, we supplemented the EoA list
of Twitter accounts with the official accounts from the most prominent news organizations
in the United States and from every member of the 115th United States Congress. For news
media outlets, we referenced numerous lists of the most watched and read news organizations
and the most Tweeted news organizations. In total we tracked 30 media accounts and
434 accounts from U.S. Representatives and 100 accounts from U.S. Senators (some U.S.
Representatives did not have Twitter accounts). Full information on the Twitter accounts
that we track are available in supplementary documents.

On Principles and Guidance for Human Subjects Research: our data collection and
subsequent image labeling (via Qualtrics survey) was reviewed by IRBs at the University of
[redacted for blind review] and the University of [redacted for blind review]. The study was
granted “exempt” status by both bodies. The Twitter data collection involved no directed
intervention with human subjects. For the survey, respondents were informed that they
were participating in “a research project on images and social movement mobilization.”
Respondents were compensated via the Qualtrics panel service. We do not know what
Qualtrics ultimately paid each respondent; our costs were between $4-6 per respondent. In
general, image labeling or text annotation has not been treated as human subjects research,
to our knowledge. Often these tasks are crowdsourced on platforms such as Mechanical Turk
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with a rate per image or text annotated. Our survey took 10-15 minutes to complete for
8 images. We warned respondents that the images might contain adult/disturbing content
and required that respondents be 18 or over. Due to privacy and copyright concerns, we
are unable to share the raw images or tweets. However, we will make tweet ids available
for replication purposes and will share intermediate data, including the image labels and
demographic information of labelers.

Appendix C In-Depth Process of Determining Mobi-

lizing Hashtags

We began by downloading a random sample of one percent of the tweets from our database
of tweets from the social organizations, congresspeople, and senators that we were tracking
(the sample came to 39,640 tweets). Using the text of these tweets, we created a frequency
table of all unigrams used with in the text of these tweets (pulling out stop words and
punctuation). All contributors parsed through the most frequently used 1,500 unigrams and
pulled out 37 unigrams that are likely to promote an online or off-line mobilization (these
unigrams are located in the appendix). This was our list of unigrams we would use to find
mobilizing tweets. In addition to unigrams, we also wished to build a list of bigrams, we
used this list of unigrams to pull a list of all bigrams from the random sample of tweets that
have at least one unigram that we previously identified as mobilizing.

From this list of bigrams, we parsed through the 500 most frequently used bigrams in
this random, we pull out the bigrams that are most likely to promote an online or offline
mobilization. Utilizing this list of bigrams, we pulled all tweets that contain those bigrams
and create a frequency table of bigrams in those tweets. We parse through the 1,500 most
frequently used bigrams and pull out all bigrams that could be associated with promoting
off-line mobilization. Using this list of mobilizing bigrams, we pull all tweets from the random
sample of tweets this new list of mobilizing bigrams. This process of identifying mobilizing
bigrams from the 1,500 most frequently used bigrams in the pulled sample of tweets and then
using the new lit of mobilizing bigrams to pull another sample of possible mobilizing tweets
is repeated until we reach convergence. This means that the list of mobilizing bigrams are no
different from the previous list used to find tweets. Convergence occurs after three iterations
of this process and we create a list of mobilizing bigrams totaling 160. From this list of
bigrams, we find additional mobilizing unigrams not listed in our initial list of unigrams and
them to our list of unigrams (support, action, speak, plan, effort).

In total, our active learning process identified in total 198 keywords (156 bigrams and
42 unigrams) that could be related to promoting online or offline mobilization. We use
these keywords to pull tweets that are potentially mobilizing from the random sample of
tweets that we pulled originally. We download a random sample of 50 tweets that contain
each mobilizing bigram and unigram. As an example, we pulled 50 tweets that contain the
unigram “join” (in our list of mobilizing unigrams), 50 tweets that contain the bigram “our
voices” (in our list of mobilizing bigrams) and so forth for all 198 keywords we identified. In
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total, we collect 9,900 tweets that are potentially and from this sample we take a random
sample of 1,000 tweets that could be mobilizing.

Parsing through the text of these tweets, the authors of this manuscript individually
coded these tweets as offline mobilizing, online mobilizing, both, or neither using a codebook
that can be found in the supplementary materials. If the majority of the contributors viewed
it as mobilizing, it was coded as a mobilizing tweet. From the 1,000 potentially mobilizing
tweets we identified 252 tweets that were offline or online mobilizing. 426 hashtags were used
in these 252 mobilization tweets.

We manually determine is each hashtag is mobilizing by looking up these hashtags and
finding information. If the hashtag was geared towards getting people to act either online
or offline, we code the hashtag as mobilizing. For this manuscript we only focus on eight
of the hashtags that were promoting a specific off-line mobilization in the form of a protest
are utilized. The eight hashtags are: riseforclimate, familiesbelongtogether, stopkavanaugh,
uniteforjustice, womenswave, write4rights, cleandreamactnow, and abolishice.

Utilizing these hashtags, we pull all tweets that we had collected in our larger database
of tweets that used these eight hashtags. We only pull tweets for these hashtags on days that
were being tracked by our collection process. In addition to retweet count, follower count,
and text data, we also collected any photos that was displayed with each tweet.

Table 7: Final List of Unigrams that are Mobilizing

join rights justice fight protect alert protest meeting
meet stand together defend fighting attend event save
attack forward movement march prevent demand advocate protest
ready rally event voice lets forces battle resistance
celebrate cause happen urge resist
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Table 8: Final List of Bigrams that are Mobilizing

meeting with to demand we will help us fight to
to support we should to celebrate meet the to defend
to protect we need we have we can we must
to join to fight to meet efforts to plan to
fight for joining the join us support for joined by
join the to address to stand working to the fight
work with support of meet with and support we celebrate
together to stand with fighting for we want working with
stand up action to take action attempt to your voice
in support celebrate the join me fight against work together
participate in standing up to attend advocate for your support
out against speak out support our where we we stand
please join get out support this will join fight back
speaking out come together for joining to protest event on
the movement we work and join supporting the stand for
working together an event march for joining us to combat
fight the stand by attend the keep fighting protecting our
must act together with to advocate movement to be joining
and demand calling on event at protests in with us
i urge standing with demand for the march our fight
will fight your support join in movement is join a
a rally join our defend our stand against together we
must protect are demanding together for joins the event with
we demand coming together demand action help prevent working w/
call for to speak we fight demand a must stand
join my support the fighting to meeting on to end
act to to promote with me protect our protect the
need your effort to the event and fight our voices urge your
action on attempts to rally in happening now to act
a stand defend the for meeting a meeting demand that
events in march in we are you need for our
today we
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Appendix D Regression Tables

Figure 10: Results from linear regressions predicting retweets with data from labeler sub-
groups

s

Enthusiasm 0.0003 (0.009) 0.002 (0.007) 0.001 (0.006) 0.006 (0.007) 0.005 (0.008)

Anxiety 0.011 (0.017) 0.010 (0.012) 0.002 (0.013) 0.013 (0.014)

Aversion 0.017 (0.020) 0.010 (0.015) 0.006 (0.014) 0.019 (0.017)

Sadness  (0.009)

Disgust  (0.010)

Looks Like Me 0.062  (0.020) 0.019 (0.015) 0.050  (0.014) 0.048  (0.017) 0.013 (0.017)

Protest 0.252  (0.050) 0.152  (0.039) 0.164  (0.039) 0.242  (0.043) 0.089  (0.046)

Humor  (0.078) 0.004 (0.059)

Irony  (0.075)

Leader  (0.068)  (0.053)  (0.050)  (0.06)

Social Sumbol 0.082 (0.074) 0.025 (0.056) 0.047 (0.051) 0.036 (0.063) 0.017 (0.062)

start followers 0.00000  (0.00000) 0.00000  (0.00000) 0.00000  (0.00000) 0.00000  (0.00000) 0.00000  (0.00000)

type tweetQuoted  (0.040)  (0.041)  (0.040)  (0.044)  (0.044)

type tweetRetweet 0.450  (0.040) 0.460  (0.040) 0.452  (0.040) 0.511  (0.043) 0.458  (0.044)

tweet hour 0.002 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002)

as.character(tweet wday)Mon 0.127  (0.068) 0.140  (0.068) 0.122  (0.068) 0.076 (0.072) 0.129  (0.074)

as.character(tweet wday)Sat 0.136  (0.057) 0.152  (0.057) 0.142  (0.057) 0.113  (0.061) 0.162  (0.062)

as.character(tweet wday)Sun 0.174  (0.060) 0.185  (0.060) 0.176  (0.060) 0.147  (0.064) 0.205  (0.065)

as.character(tweet wday)Thu 0.062 (0.061) 0.059 (0.062) 0.064 (0.061) 0.056 (0.066) 0.066 (0.068)

as.character(tweet wday)Tue 0.145  (0.064) 0.146  (0.064) 0.150  (0.064) 0.093 (0.069) 0.157  (0.071)

as.character(tweet wday)Wed 0.131  (0.060) 0.133  (0.061) 0.137  (0.060) 0.114  (0.066) 0.128  (0.066)

hashtagcleandreamactnow  (0.105)  (0.106)  (0.105)  (0.119)  (0.119)

hashtagendgunviolence  (0.075)  (0.075)  (0.074)  (0.082)  (0.082)

hashtagfamiliesbelongtogether  (0.072)  (0.072)  (0.072)  (0.077)  (0.077)

hashtagnomuslimbanever  (0.086)  (0.086)  (0.096)

hashtagriseforclimate  (0.081)  (0.081)  (0.081)  (0.090)  (0.089)

hashtagsayhername 0.006 (0.150)

hashtagstopkavanaugh  (0.073)  (0.073)  (0.073)  (0.080)  (0.079)

hashtaguniteforjustice  (0.101)  (0.101)  (0.101)  (0.113)  (0.110)

hashtagwomenswave  (0.107)  (0.107)  (0.106)  (0.114)  (0.114)

hashtagwrite4rights  (0.280)  (0.280)  (0.319)

Constant 1.244  (0.096) 1.330  (0.090) 1.230  (0.090) 1.176  (0.097) 1.317  (0.103)

Observations 4,621 4,620 4,620 3,793 3,731

R2 0.174 0.167 0.171 0.187 0.183

Adjusted R2 0.168 0.161 0.165 0.18 0.176

Residual Std. Error 1.083 (df = 4589) 1.088 (df = 4588) 1.085 (df = 4588) 1.068 (df = 3761) 1.070 (df = 3699)

F Statistic
31.123  (df = 31; 
4589)

29.676  (df = 31; 
4588)

30.455  (df = 31; 
4588)

27.899  (df = 31; 
3761)

26.640  (df = 31; 
3699)

Annotations

Note: p<0.1; p<0.05; p<0.01

Pooled Republican Democrat Women Men
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Table 9: Modeling Partisan Labels Separately

Dependent variable:

log end rts

avg enthus dem −0.001 (0.006)
avg anxiety dem 0.0003 (0.013)
avg avers dem 0.007 (0.014)
avg sad dem −0.015∗ (0.009)
avg disgust dem 0.0005 (0.010)
avg socid look dem 0.047∗∗∗ (0.014)
protest avg dem 0.145∗∗∗ (0.040)
humor avg dem −0.063 (0.055)
irony avg dem −0.068 (0.051)
leader avg dem −0.123∗∗ (0.051)
socsymb avg dem 0.040 (0.051)
avg enthus rep 0.001 (0.007)
avg anxiety rep 0.009 (0.012)
avg avers rep 0.011 (0.015)
avg sad rep −0.004 (0.009)
avg disgust rep −0.024∗∗ (0.010)
avg socid look rep 0.015 (0.015)
protest avg rep 0.106∗∗∗ (0.040)
humor avg rep −0.048 (0.058)
irony avg rep −0.072 (0.055)
leader avg rep −0.094∗ (0.054)
socsymb avg rep 0.018 (0.056)
start followers 0.00000∗∗∗ (0.00000)
type tweetQuoted −0.536∗∗∗ (0.040)
type tweetRetweet 0.449∗∗∗ (0.040)
tweet hour 0.002 (0.002)
as.character(tweet wday)Mon 0.127∗ (0.068)
as.character(tweet wday)Sat 0.140∗∗ (0.057)
as.character(tweet wday)Sun 0.175∗∗∗ (0.060)
as.character(tweet wday)Thu 0.061 (0.061)
as.character(tweet wday)Tue 0.146∗∗ (0.064)
as.character(tweet wday)Wed 0.134∗∗ (0.060)
hashtagcleandreamactnow −0.335∗∗∗ (0.106)
hashtagendgunviolence −0.341∗∗∗ (0.075)
hashtagfamiliesbelongtogether −0.702∗∗∗ (0.072)
hashtagnomuslimbanever −0.153∗ (0.086)
hashtagriseforclimate −0.396∗∗∗ (0.082)
hashtagsayhername −0.101 (0.130)
hashtagstopkavanaugh −0.550∗∗∗ (0.073)
hashtaguniteforjustice −0.398∗∗∗ (0.101)
hashtagwomenswave −0.504∗∗∗ (0.107)
hashtagwrite4rights −0.473∗ (0.281)
Constant 1.246∗∗∗ (0.096)

Observations 4,619
R2 0.175
Adjusted R2 0.167
Residual Std. Error 1.084 (df = 4576)
F Statistic 23.049∗∗∗ (df = 42; 4576)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 10: Regression Results with Reweighted Measures

Dependent variable:

log end rts
Rep = 0.1 Rep = 0.21 Rep = 0.6 Rep = 1

(1) (2) (3) (4)

rw enthus 0.008 (0.016) 0.010 (0.017) 0.016 (0.020) 0.011 (0.014)
rw anxiety 0.004 (0.014) 0.006 (0.015) 0.011 (0.017) 0.010 (0.012)
rw sad −0.017∗ (0.010) −0.019∗ (0.011) −0.015 (0.013) −0.005 (0.009)
rw disgust −0.005 (0.011) −0.009 (0.012) −0.028∗∗ (0.013) −0.025∗∗ (0.010)
rw socid look 0.056∗∗∗ (0.015) 0.062∗∗∗ (0.017) 0.057∗∗∗ (0.019) 0.020 (0.014)
rw protest 0.185∗∗∗ (0.042) 0.208∗∗∗ (0.045) 0.243∗∗∗ (0.049) 0.151∗∗∗ (0.038)
rw humor −0.084 (0.060) −0.098 (0.067) −0.106 (0.077) −0.058 (0.058)
rw irony −0.082 (0.056) −0.098 (0.063) −0.140∗ (0.074) −0.075 (0.055)
rw leader −0.162∗∗∗ (0.055) −0.183∗∗∗ (0.060) −0.226∗∗∗ (0.067) −0.143∗∗∗ (0.053)
rw socsymb 0.052 (0.056) 0.055 (0.062) 0.059 (0.073) 0.027 (0.055)
start followers 0.00000∗∗∗ (0.00000) 0.00000∗∗∗ (0.00000) 0.00000∗∗∗ (0.00000) 0.00000∗∗∗ (0.00000)
type tweetQuoted −0.538∗∗∗ (0.040) −0.537∗∗∗ (0.040) −0.537∗∗∗ (0.040) −0.542∗∗∗ (0.041)
type tweetRetweet 0.450∗∗∗ (0.040) 0.449∗∗∗ (0.040) 0.452∗∗∗ (0.040) 0.460∗∗∗ (0.040)
tweet hour 0.002 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002)
as.character(tweet wday)Mon 0.122∗ (0.068) 0.122∗ (0.068) 0.131∗ (0.068) 0.140∗∗ (0.068)
as.character(tweet wday)Sat 0.141∗∗ (0.057) 0.139∗∗ (0.057) 0.140∗∗ (0.057) 0.151∗∗∗ (0.057)
as.character(tweet wday)Sun 0.175∗∗∗ (0.060) 0.175∗∗∗ (0.060) 0.177∗∗∗ (0.060) 0.185∗∗∗ (0.060)
as.character(tweet wday)Thu 0.064 (0.061) 0.064 (0.061) 0.062 (0.061) 0.061 (0.062)
as.character(tweet wday)Tue 0.150∗∗ (0.064) 0.148∗∗ (0.064) 0.145∗∗ (0.064) 0.146∗∗ (0.064)
as.character(tweet wday)Wed 0.136∗∗ (0.060) 0.134∗∗ (0.060) 0.131∗∗ (0.060) 0.133∗∗ (0.061)
hashtagcleandreamactnow −0.315∗∗∗ (0.105) −0.322∗∗∗ (0.105) −0.334∗∗∗ (0.105) −0.309∗∗∗ (0.106)
hashtagendgunviolence −0.318∗∗∗ (0.074) −0.322∗∗∗ (0.074) −0.346∗∗∗ (0.075) −0.344∗∗∗ (0.075)
hashtagfamiliesbelongtogether −0.689∗∗∗ (0.072) −0.690∗∗∗ (0.071) −0.702∗∗∗ (0.072) −0.704∗∗∗ (0.072)
hashtagnomuslimbanever −0.147∗ (0.086) −0.150∗ (0.086) −0.154∗ (0.086) −0.141 (0.086)
hashtagriseforclimate −0.367∗∗∗ (0.081) −0.374∗∗∗ (0.081) −0.395∗∗∗ (0.081) −0.380∗∗∗ (0.081)
hashtagsayhername −0.083 (0.129) −0.084 (0.129) −0.098 (0.130) −0.101 (0.130)
hashtagstopkavanaugh −0.545∗∗∗ (0.073) −0.543∗∗∗ (0.073) −0.548∗∗∗ (0.073) −0.563∗∗∗ (0.073)
hashtaguniteforjustice −0.383∗∗∗ (0.101) −0.387∗∗∗ (0.101) −0.389∗∗∗ (0.101) −0.373∗∗∗ (0.101)
hashtagwomenswave −0.492∗∗∗ (0.106) −0.495∗∗∗ (0.106) −0.508∗∗∗ (0.107) −0.508∗∗∗ (0.107)
hashtagwrite4rights −0.467∗ (0.280) −0.467∗ (0.280) −0.461 (0.281) −0.440 (0.282)
Constant 1.223∗∗∗ (0.091) 1.218∗∗∗ (0.093) 1.261∗∗∗ (0.095) 1.331∗∗∗ (0.090)

Observations 4,619 4,619 4,619 4,619
R2 0.171 0.172 0.173 0.167
Adjusted R2 0.166 0.167 0.167 0.161
Residual Std. Error (df = 4588) 1.085 1.084 1.084 1.088
F Statistic (df = 30; 4588) 31.648∗∗∗ 31.853∗∗∗ 31.901∗∗∗ 30.648∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Appendix E Alternative Regression Model Specifica-

tions

The first alternative specification includes the control variables listed above and only image
variables deemed to be about “content”: showing protest; a leader; someone who looks like
the labeler; or a social symbol. The second includes the control variables and image variables
deemed to be about “reactions”: the emotions variables; humor; and irony. As with the fully-
saturated model in Figure 5, we see coefficients changing based on whose labels are included
in these alternative specifications.

Figure 11: Standardized Regression Coefficients from “Content” Linear Regressions Showing
Labeler-type Differences
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Figure 12: Standardized Regression Coefficients from “Reactions” Linear Regressions Show-
ing Labeler-type Differences
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Appendix F Modeling IRR in the text study

Figure 13: Linear regressions predicting IRRijsz (Cohen’s Kappa) for each unique pair of
coder ij, training session s, and annotation task z. These are multilevel models with random
intercepts for each pair of coder.

Model 1 (incl. feeling tasks) Model 2 (excl. feeling tasks)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

[Training] Advanced
(ref: Basic)

[Training] Intermediate
(ref: Basic)

[Task] Feeling enthusiastic
(ref: Directed at)

[Task] Feeling angry
(ref: Directed at)

[Task] Conservative view
(ref: Directed at)

[Task] Progressive view
(ref: Directed at)

[Task] Negative tone
(ref: Directed at)

[Task] Gender issue
(ref: Directed at)

Same ideology

Same gender

Coefficient estimates

To complement the descriptive results in Figure 7, in Figure 13 we report coefficients (+95%
confidence intervals) for two linear regressions predicting IRRijsz as a function of whether a
given pair ij is of the same gender and ideology, the training session s, and the annotation
task z. Given the nested nature of the data, we run multilevel models with random intercepts
for each pair ij. In Figure 13, IRR is not significantly higher for pairs of labelers of the same
gender. IRR is significantly higher (+0.04) for labeler pairs of the same ideology. In Model 1
we also observe overall IRR improvement in the final “Advanced” annotation session (+0.03),
but not the ’Intermediate’ session, compared to the first ”Basic” session. However, as shown
in Model 2, this training effect is mainly driven by instructing coders to share how they
personally felt when reading the message (and not whether they thought that the emotion
was expressed in the text). If we exclude these “Feeling” tasks, IRR improves by about
+0.04 and +0.1 in the “Intermediate” and “Advanced” sessions, respectively. The results
for the other coefficients remain the same.
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Appendix G Modeling IRR in the text study

In this Appendix we provide the results for all the models we specified in the pre-registration
of the text study, available (blinded) here. In Figure 14 we present a visualization of the
coefficients, and in Table 11 we present the coefficient tables. In these models we find support
for most of (although not all) our expectations.

Gender In all the models that include Same gender as a predictor, we find a positive (about +0.01) effect,
indicating that IRR is higher for pairs of coders of the same gender. However, although in the expected
direction, these findings are not statistically significant.

Ideology In all the models that include Same ideology as a predictor, we find a positive (between +0.03 and
+0.04) effect, indicating that IRR is indeed higher for pairs of coders of the same ideology. The
findings are statistically significant in all but one model (Model 10), in which we included a very large
number of interactions.

Training In Models 1, 5, 6, 9 and 10 we observe IRR to be higher in the third, and last, “Advanced” annotation
session compared to the first “Basic” one; indicating that further training of the annotators contributed
on average to improving IRR. In Models 1, 5, and 9 we do not observe the expected similar effect in
the second “Intermediate” session (although we do observe a positive significant effect in Models 6
and 10). As discussed in the manuscript and shown in Figure 13, this is because by averaging effects
across annotation tasks, the lower IRR for the most subjective and identity-dependent tasks (the two
“Feeling” tasks) in the “Intermediate” and “Advanced” round of coding, we are unable to observe
that IRR actually did also improve for the other tasks in the “Intermediate” round.

Gender × Task In Model 4 we test an interaction between pairs of coders being of the same gender (Same gender)
and the particular annotation Task at hand. We find IRR to be particularly higher among coders of
the same gender for the more subjective and identity-dependent tasks: Feeling angry and enthusiastic,
and the finding for the latest is statistically significant.

Ideology × Task In line with the findings in Model 4, in Model 8 we also find IRR to be larger for pairs of coders of
the same ideology for the most subjective and identity-dependent tasks (the Feeling tasks); however
the findings are not statistically significant.

Gender × Training As expected, in Model 5 the coefficients for the interaction terms are negative, indicating that IRR
between pairs of coders of the same gender was lower in the second (“Intermediate”) and third
(“Advanced”) annotation rounds, compared to the first “Basic” one. This indicates that on average
there was some degree of criteria-harmonization between pairs of coders of different gender. However,
the findings are not statistically significant.

Ideo. × Training As expected, and in line with Model 5, in Model 9 the coefficients for the interaction terms are negative,
indicating that IRR between pairs of coders of the same ideology was lower in the Intermediate and
Advanced annotation rounds, compared to the first Basic one; indicating that on average there was
some degree of criteria-harmonization between pairs of coders of different ideology. In this case, the
coefficient for the last “Advanced” round is statistically significant.
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Figure 14: Linear regressions predicting IRRijsz (Cohen’s Kappa) for each unique pair of coder ij, training session s, and
annotation task z. These are multilevel models with random intercepts for each pair of coder ij.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11
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(Same ideology) X (Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Adv.)
(Same ideology) X (Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Adv.)

(Same ideology) X (Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Adv.)
(Same ideology) X (Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Adv.)

(Same ideology) X (Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Adv.)
(Same ideology) X (Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Adv.)

(Same ideology) X (Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Inter.)
(Same ideology) X (Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Inter.)

(Same ideology) X (Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Inter.)
(Same ideology) X (Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Inter.)

(Same ideology) X (Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Inter.)
(Same ideology) X (Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Inter.)

(Same gender) X (Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Adv.)
(Same gender) X (Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Adv.)

(Same gender) X (Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Adv.)
(Same gender) X (Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Adv.)

(Same gender) X (Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Adv.)
(Same gender) X (Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Adv.)

(Same gender) X (Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Inter.)
(Same gender) X (Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Inter.)

(Same gender) X (Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Inter.)
(Same gender) X (Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Inter.)

(Same gender) X (Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Inter.)
(Same gender) X (Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Inter.)

(Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Advanced)
(Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Advanced)

(Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Advanced)
(Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Advanced)

(Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Advanced)
(Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Advanced)

(Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Intermediate)
(Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Intermediate)

(Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Intermediate)
(Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Intermediate)

(Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Intermediate)
(Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Intermediate)

(Same ideology) X (Task) Feeling enthusiastic (Ref: Directed at)
(Same ideology) X (Task) Feeling angry (Ref: Directed at)

(Same ideology) X (Task) Conservative view (Ref: Directed at)
(Same ideology) X (Task) Progressive view (Ref: Directed at)

(Same ideology) X (Task) Negative tone (Ref: Directed at)
(Same ideology) X (Task) Gender issue (Ref: Directed at)

(Same ideology) X (Training) Advanced (Ref: Basic)
(Same ideology) X (Training) Intermediate (Ref: Basic)

(Same gender) X (Task) Feeling enthusiastic (Ref: Directed at)
(Same gender) X (Task) Feeling angry (Ref: Directed at)

(Same gender) X (Task) Conservative view (Ref: Directed at)
(Same gender) X (Task) Progressive view (Ref: Directed at)

(Same gender) X (Task) Negative tone (Ref: Directed at)
(Same gender) X (Task) Gender issue (Ref: Directed at)

(Same gender) X (Training) Advanced (Ref:Basic)
(Same gender) X (Training) Intermediate (Ref:Basic)

[Training] Advanced (ref: Basic)
[Training] Intermediate (ref: Basic)

[Task] Feeling enthusiastic (ref: Directed at)
[Task] Feeling angry (ref: Directed at)

[Task] Conservative view (ref: Directed at)
[Task] Progressive view (ref: Directed at)

[Task] Negative tone (ref: Directed at)
[Task] Gender issue (ref: Directed at)

Same ideology
Same gender

Coefficient estimates
(models predicting IRR for all unique pairs of coders)
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Table 11: Coefficient Tables for Models in Figure 14

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7
Same gender – – 0.013 (0.009) 0.002 (0.013) 0.015 (0.013) 0.007 (0.018) –
Same ideology – – – – – – 0.033 (0.008)*
[Task] Gender issue (ref: Directed at) – 0.481 (0.008)* – 0.476 (0.01)* – 0.595 (0.017)* –
[Task] Negative tone (ref: Directed at) – 0.315 (0.008)* – 0.311 (0.01)* – 0.409 (0.017)* –
[Task] Progressive view (ref: Directed at) – 0.203 (0.008)* – 0.202 (0.01)* – 0.248 (0.017)* –
[Task] Conservative view (ref: Directed at) – 0.199 (0.008)* – 0.202 (0.01)* – 0.245 (0.017)* –
[Task] Feeling angry (ref: Directed at) – 0.005 (0.008) – -0.004 (0.01) – 0.192 (0.017)* –
[Task] Feeling enthusiastic (ref: Directed at) – -0.042 (0.008)* – -0.063 (0.01)* – 0.136 (0.017)* –
[Training] Intermediate (ref: Basic) -0.008 (0.009) – – – -0.006 (0.012) 0.12 (0.017)* –
[Training] Advanced (ref: Basic) 0.025 (0.008)* – – – 0.026 (0.011)* 0.203 (0.016)* –
(Same gender) X (Training) Intermediate (Ref:Basic) – – – – -0.004 (0.017) 0.002 (0.024) –
(Same gender) X (Training) Advanced (Ref:Basic) – – – – -0.002 (0.016) -0.015 (0.023) –
(Same gender) X (Task) Gender issue (Ref: Directed at) – – – 0.012 (0.015) – 0.008 (0.024) –
(Same gender) X (Task) Negative tone (Ref: Directed at) – – – 0.009 (0.015) – 0.013 (0.024) –
(Same gender) X (Task) Progressive view (Ref: Directed at) – – – 0.003 (0.015) – -0.005 (0.024) –
(Same gender) X (Task) Conservative view (Ref: Directed at) – – – -0.006 (0.015) – -0.012 (0.024) –
(Same gender) X (Task) Feeling angry (Ref: Directed at) – – – 0.018 (0.015) – 0.02 (0.024) –
(Same gender) X (Task) Feeling enthusiastic (Ref: Directed at) – – – 0.044 (0.015)* – 0.023 (0.024) –
(Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Intermediate) – – – – – -0.226 (0.024)* –
(Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Intermediate) – – – – – -0.03 (0.024) –
(Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Intermediate) – – – – – -0.24 (0.024)* –
(Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Intermediate) – – – – – -0.144 (0.024)* –
(Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Intermediate) – – – – – -0.157 (0.024)* –
(Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Intermediate) – – – – – -0.045 (0.024) –
(Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Advanced) – – – – – -0.347 (0.023)* –
(Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Advanced) – – – – – -0.091 (0.023)* –
(Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Advanced) – – – – – -0.345 (0.023)* –
(Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Advanced) – – – – – -0.205 (0.023)* –
(Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Advanced) – – – – – -0.138 (0.023)* –
(Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Advanced) – – – – – -0.087 (0.023)* –
(Same gender) X (Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Inter.) – – – – – -0.018 (0.034) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Inter.) – – – – – -0.001 (0.034) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Inter.) – – – – – 0.014 (0.034) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Inter.) – – – – – -0.02 (0.034) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Inter.) – – – – – -0.017 (0.034) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Inter.) – – – – – 0.006 (0.034) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Adv.) – – – – – 0.005 (0.033) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Adv.) – – – – – 0.018 (0.033) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Adv.) – – – – – 0.041 (0.033) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Adv.) – – – – – 0.026 (0.033) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Adv.) – – – – – 0 (0.033) –
(Same gender) X (Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Adv.) – – – – – 0.017 (0.033) –
N 4,415 4,415 4,415 4,415 4,415 4,415 4,415
Log Likelihood 239.052 2,413.775 235.424 2,397.460 229.990 2,718.613 241.904
Akaike Inf. Crit. −468.103 −4,809.549 −462.848 −4,762.919 −443.981 −5,349.226 −475.808
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −436.139 −4,752.015 −437.277 −4,660.635 −392.839 −5,067.945 −450.237
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Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11
Same gender – – – 0.013 (0.008)
Same ideology 0.033 (0.013)* 0.046 (0.013)* 0.029 (0.018) 0.033 (0.008)*
[Task] Gender issue (ref: Directed at) 0.497 (0.011)* – 0.61 (0.017)* –
[Task] Negative tone (ref: Directed at) 0.324 (0.011)* – 0.424 (0.017)* –
[Task] Progressive view (ref: Directed at) 0.197 (0.011)* – 0.219 (0.017)* –
[Task] Conservative view (ref: Directed at) 0.2 (0.011)* – 0.224 (0.017)* –
[Task] Feeling angry (ref: Directed at) -0.001 (0.011) – 0.19 (0.017)* –
[Task] Feeling enthusiastic (ref: Directed at) -0.054 (0.011)* – 0.115 (0.017)* –
[Training] Intermediate (ref: Basic) – -0.008 (0.013) 0.112 (0.018)* –
[Training] Advanced (ref: Basic) – 0.043 (0.012)* 0.192 (0.017)* –
(Same ideology) X (Training) Intermediate (Ref: Basic) – -0.001 (0.017) 0.017 (0.024) –
(Same ideology) X (Training) Advanced (Ref: Basic) – -0.033 (0.016)* 0.007 (0.023) –
(Same ideology) X (Task) Gender issue (Ref: Directed at) -0.03 (0.015)* – -0.023 (0.024) –
(Same ideology) X (Task) Negative tone (Ref: Directed at) -0.018 (0.015) – -0.017 (0.024) –
(Same ideology) X (Task) Progressive view (Ref: Directed at) 0.012 (0.015) – 0.049 (0.024)* –
(Same ideology) X (Task) Conservative view (Ref: Directed at) -0.001 (0.015) – 0.028 (0.024) –
(Same ideology) X (Task) Feeling angry (Ref: Directed at) 0.01 (0.015) – 0.022 (0.024) –
(Same ideology) X (Task) Feeling enthusiastic (Ref: Directed at) 0.023 (0.015) – 0.06 (0.024)* –
(Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Intermediate) – – -0.232 (0.025)* –
(Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Intermediate) – – -0.009 (0.025) –
(Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Intermediate) – – -0.207 (0.025)* –
(Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Intermediate) – – -0.146 (0.025)* –
(Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Intermediate) – – -0.178 (0.025)* –
(Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Intermediate) – – -0.016 (0.025) –
(Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Advanced) – – -0.324 (0.024)* –
(Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Advanced) – – -0.057 (0.024)* –
(Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Advanced) – – -0.287 (0.024)* –
(Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Advanced) – – -0.186 (0.024)* –
(Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Advanced) – – -0.124 (0.024)* –
(Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Advanced) – – -0.046 (0.024) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Inter.) – – -0.005 (0.034) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Inter.) – – -0.041 (0.034) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Inter.) – – -0.049 (0.034) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Inter.) – – -0.016 (0.034) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Inter.) – – 0.023 (0.034) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Inter.) – – -0.05 (0.034) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Feel angry) X (Training: Adv.) – – -0.041 (0.033) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Cons. view) X (Training: Adv.) – – -0.047 (0.033) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Feel enth.) X (Training: Adv.) – – -0.073 (0.033)* –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Gender issue) X (Training: Adv.) – – -0.014 (0.033) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Neg. tone) X (Training: Adv.) – – -0.027 (0.033) –
(Same ideology) X (Task: Progr. view) X (Training: Adv.) – – -0.062 (0.033) –
N 4,415 4,415 4,415 4,415
Log Likelihood 2,405.569 239.224 2,738.560 239.218
Akaike Inf. Crit. −4,779.138 −462.447 −5,389.120 −468.436
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −4,676.853 −411.305 −5,107.839 −436.472
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